
 

 

హాయ్ ఫ్రెండ్స్ ఈ ముఖ్యమ ైన 41 Telephonic Phrases English Phrases for Communication  లేదా                

41 Telephonic Sentences ని మీరు ఒకటికి ర ెండుసారుు  చదివి మీరు ప్రా కిికల్ గా వీటిని ఉపయోగ ెంచాయౌ్ 

ఉెంట ెంది వీట ియొకక ఉపయోగెం ఎలానో మీరు తెలుసుకోవాయౌ అనుకుెంటే ఈ కిరెంద ఇవ్వబడిన యౌెంకు కిుక్ చేసి 

సెంబెంధిత వీడియోని చూడగలరు.... 

https://youtu.be/A4up-87t-Ss 

41 Must-known English Phrases for Telephonic Communication  

1. May I talk to Mr. Rajesh please  

2. May I talk to Ms. Akanksha please  

3. I would like to speak Mr. Rajesh please  

4. am I speaking to Miss. Latha 

5. Hello is that Ms. Sarala  

6. This is Rajesh from Vijayawada 

7. I’d like to know… 

8. I’d like to speak to… 

9. Could I speak to someone who… 

10. Could you put me through to Mr. Jones, please? 

11. Can / Could you tell me…? 

12. Sorry to trouble you, but  

13. The reason behind this calling is to take leave today on account of  

14. I got your number from Mr Satish  

15. I was given your number by Mr Suresh  

16. Is this the good time / Right Time to talk to you or speak to you  

17. I got missed call from this number may I know who is this?  

18. May I know who is calling please  

19. May I know where are you calling from? 

20. May I know who am I speaking with please? 

21. May I know who gave you my number please?  

22. Just a moment please  

23. May I place you on hold for a moment please?  

24. Could you hold on please?  

25. Sorry to keep you waiting  

26. I am sorry you have dialled the wrong number  

27. I am afraid she is not available now /she is in the class  

28. I am sorry I am in the meeting  

29. I am sorry is it ok with you can I call you after an hour  

30. I am busy at the moment, please text me / please message me  

31. I am sorry I am unable handle it  

32. I am sorry I am unable to attend school today  

33. I am sorry I will not be available tomorrow  

34. I am sorry I can't hear your voice  

35. The network is bad could you please repeat that  

https://youtu.be/A4up-87t-Ss


 

 

36. Let me call you back from another number  

37. I am sorry I can't prolong this conversation since my battery is about to die  

38. My battery is low  

39. Thank you so much for your time it was great Speaking with you  

40. Thank you for calling  

41. OK then bye have a great day 

Learn English With Rajesh - Free English Lessons 

https://www.youtube.com/c/LearnEnglishWithRajeshFreeEnglishLessons \  

Facts With Rajesh  

https://www.youtube.com/c/FactswithRajesh  

Vlogs With Rajesh 

https://www.youtube.com/c/VlogsWithRajesh  

Website : https://englishwithrajesh.in/  

Follow me Through Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/english_with_rajesh/?hl=en  

Telegram  :  @englishwithrajesh  

Like Face Book Page:  

https://www.facebook.com/easyenglishandgrammar/?modal=admin_todo_tour    

Join in Face Book Group :  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/764388507365103/  

 

మీరు కేవ్లెం 45 రోజులలో సప ోక న్ ఇెంగలుష్ నేరుుకోవ్డానికి ..... ఈ యౌెంక్ ని కిుక్ చేయెండి.... 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLdcD4UcEaOgJ5zuYF-bZ8fgqwfAwm7qJt  
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